MORE FOR YOUR STORE

GLOBAL SHOP 2015

MARCH 24-26 LAS VEGAS, NV
The Lozier you've known for 60 years is changing...for the better.
As part of our strategic plan to continue moving into new markets and materials, Lozier acquired key assets of Leggett & Platt Store Fixtures Group in November 2014. These additions have allowed us to expand our capacity and distribution, as well as to provide a more robust line of fixture solutions for our customers.

“We know that our world and customer will continue to change. Our job is to understand that change and adapt to that constantly changing reality.”

-Allan Lozier
Chairman
This year we showcase our new capabilities and invite you to learn more about what Lozier and Specialty Fixtures by Lozier can bring to your store.

We are excited to introduce you to:

- **Specialty Fixtures by Lozier**
- **Modular RX Cabinets**
- **TV Mount**
- **Wire Grid Back System**

See our expanded capabilities in mixed materials and imports. Page 23

VISIT BOOTH 2435

**Ordering Information**

**Call for more information**

**Brochure**
Configurable shelves and drawers make it easy to create a pick-up area that fits your merchandise and your customers’ needs. A variety of security doors are available to protect high value items.

NEW!
ACCESSORIES FOR QUEUING SYSTEM
1. Retractable Belt
2. Sign for Merchandising Bowl

NEW!
SEASONAL MERCHANDISER CART
This speedy, mobile and self-contained fixture allows you to easily set up and move temporary displays, then stows away until needed again. Folds to 9” deep!

NEW!
1 SIDED GONDOLA WITH MODULAR DRAWERS & DOORS

NOT ONLY SHOWS, IT STOWS.
0 to fixture in 30 seconds!

Questions? Give us a call 800.228.9882
Remodeling your gondola is easier than you think—sometimes it’s the little things that make the biggest impact. Back panels, shelves and color transform the ordinary to the extraordinary.

**NEW!**
2” BOUTIQUE CANOPY

**NEW!**
EXTERNAL MICRO SLOTWALL PANEL

**NEW!**
Patent-Pending SOLID METAL PANELS
Metal panels hide the upright and are easy to add to your gondola—Just stack them up!

**NEW!**
HALF-ROUND SQUARE NOSE SHELF & END DECK
Create a continuous End Display.

**NEW!**
TUBULAR BACK ASSEMBLY
Popular with international markets. If you like the open back look—check out our Wire Grid Backs below.

Metal panels can be powder coated with our metallic finishes, an option you don’t get with hardboard backs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SILVER VEIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK RUST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK WRINKLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPPER VEIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEAR COAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARKLE SILVER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MORE VISIBILITY**

Wire grid back assembly streamlines the ordering process with three flexible retainer systems.

**MORE CREATIVITY**

**MORE INSPIRATION**

Questions? Give us a call 800.228.9882
It's time to get creative, improve appearance and drive sales... with Lozier Featured End Cap Solutions.

Stand out without intruding into aisle

Cross Merchandise

Use Merchandising Panel to divide display & increase sales

More space
More product

Customers will have a 360° view of your featured promotions, making it both easy to find and to engage with merchandise.

Break the visual monotony and invite interaction with the approachable Step Down End Cap solution.

Questions? Give us a call 800.228.9882
Specialty Fixtures by Lozier brings us new capabilities, as seen in this combination of metal cabinets, solid-surface counters and top-of-counter showcase.

**Showcase**
Extruded aluminum frame with patented corner connecting system. Available in standard and custom sizes.

In-house fabrication of solid surface counter

**New! Modular Cabinets**
Lozier’s new Modular Cabinets deliver greater convenience, service and flexibility.

All steel construction, powder coated to match any store environment.

Questions? Give our Specialty Fixtures team a call at 612.812.1482

Lozier offers a variety of fixtures and accessories to maximize pharmacy storage and flexibility. Here we showcase a new option from our Specialty Fixtures division.

**Pharma System**
Patent-pending system provides versatility and easy access to inventory.

Questions? Give our Specialty Fixtures team a call at 612.812.1482

Questions? Give us a call 800.228.9882
S-Series Storage System is available in many configurations to achieve maximum efficiency. Lozier has an experienced team to help meet seismic requirements and double level storage configurations.

Highly durable shelves are available in particle board, perforated or wire movable options.

Another option for medium to heavy loads is Lozier Widespan. It includes four basic components for easy assembly, and an assortment of accessories including casters for mobility.

Increase productivity with a workstation that places everything within reach. Plus, enjoy the flexibility of standard Lozier accessories.

NEW!
MODULAR SMALL PACKAGE PACKING STATION
An economical solution to a customized packing station. Shown here with the new Counter Top with Cash Drawer and Counter Top Frame for added support.

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
An easy, energy efficient way to brighten your retail environment and sales outlook. Quick Connect was the main source of lighting used in our booth this year—so discreet we had to call it out!

LED Back Panels create a display customers can’t ignore. Like moths to a flame, customers are drawn to the display and merchandise.

Questions? Give us a call 800.228.9882
An oddly shaped product can be hard to display. We've designed some innovative solutions to make your job easier and showcase the product.

Sliding panels, tilt-bins and spinners maximize space, sales and product.

Questions? Give us a call 800.228.9882
Get more from a shelf—keep merchandise in view and accessible.

ROLLERSHELF
CANDY SHELF
BIN SHELF & DECK
PULL OUT SHELF
APPAREL SHELF
FLIP SHELF

MORE ACCESSIBILITY
MORE SPACE
MORE FUNCTION

Questions? Give us a call 800.228.9882
Stand out and demand attention. Implementing the novel is an easy way to get noticed and increase sales.

Explore our Specialty Fixtures by Lozier booth #2435 to learn more about our exciting new capabilities in custom wood, showcases, mixed materials, imports and more. Our experienced Specialty Fixtures team will share ideas and explain options for creating the custom store experience you're looking for. This year's booth shows four different environments, demonstrating our capabilities in a variety of areas.
A clean, bright, inviting area where the colors and glamour of the products take center stage. Here we highlight the versatility of combining both Lozier and Specialty Fixtures by Lozier products. Mixed materials provide additional options, like this lane divider composed of an import tubular frame and domestic wood and acrylic.

THE BEAUTY SHOP

Sophisticated with an interesting combination of materials to create an upscale environment. Be sure to ask about our broad range of showcase options.

1. LANE DIVIDER
Combines import and domestic materials

2. WALL & ISLAND BOUTIQUE SYSTEM
Streamlined for easy assembly and no hardware required. The Boutique offers new accessories such as the Illuminated Top Rail Sign, shown above, complete the Boutique look.

3. IMPORT RACKS
Satin trivalent and polished stainless options.

4. SHOWCASE
Custom mixed materials piece that includes solids, veneers, faux leather and LED lighting.

5. WALL SYSTEM
Made of extruded aluminum with veneer panels.

Questions? Give us a call 800.228.9882
1. WALL SYSTEM
Import powder coated metal wall system with domestic or import wall panels and slatwall.

2. T STAND
Modular base system with hooks and shelves.

3. CHECKOUT
One example of our mixed materials capabilities: HPL and melamine checkout with RTF and stainless tops.

4. DUMP BIN
Modular base system with wire bin and sign holder.

Rugged and practical yet still an inviting, engaging environment for your customers. Our engineering capabilities are highlighted in this multi-configuration, modular base system as shown on the T-Stand and Dump Bin. Explore our variety of checkout options, including this mixed materials piece.

1. LOZIER SOFTWALL SYSTEM
Lozier offers this sophisticated alternative to a traditional Gondola Wall System, which is perfect for lighter merchandise.

2. NESTING TABLE
Import metal and domestic wood/HPL.

3. RACK
Import powder coated and chrome plated racks.

4. SUNGLASS SPINNER
Wood, wire, sheet metal and acrylic fabrication. Includes round laminate topper that mirrors the shape of the base.

A smart way to create a fashionable environment—combine your options to support the look that's right for your store. The Lozier Softwall system is combined with import and domestic products through Specialty Fixtures by Lozier. Other mixed materials highlights are the Nesting Table (import metal combined with domestic wood/HPL) and the Sunglass Spinner (composed of wood, wire, sheet metal and acrylic).

VALUE SOFTLINES SHOP

Questions? Give us a call 800.228.9882